NEEDS AND CONSTRAINTS
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Connectivity Needs

funded improvements. Opportunities to require dedications Challenging lot pattern:
and improvements are dependent upon when individual
o long, narrow lots
o Establish more of a connected grid of local streets. properties come in for development.
o cul-de-sac streets or streets that dead-ends in front of one
More connected local streets would provide people taking
or more homes.
a short trip more opportunities to conveniently make the
Land Use Law Limitations. Land use law limits what
trip as a pedestrian or bicycle, remain on local streets and
can be required of private property owners through the
reduce the need to travel on busy arterial streets. If many
development review process. This case law constrains, but
more of the local streets provided through access, traffic
does not eliminate, the ability for the City to require full
could be dispersed among more local streets.
street improvements through the development review
process. However, as the amount of right-of-way square
o There is great need for an east-west connection
footage increases and the cost to construct traditional
between SE Powell Blvd and SE Division that parallels streets and stormwater management facilities increase, it
these streets within the Division-Midway study area. Curbecomes increasingly difficult to require full or half street
rently, there is not a continuous street or pathway in this
improvements and demonstrate compliance with the
area. People traveling by all modes must route to either SE limitations on exactions put in place by current land use law.
Powell or SE Division and back to reach destinations that
may be just a block or two to the east or west.

Pattern of Development

Street Design Standards

Despite the past street plans and on-going efforts to require
Pattern of development, lot size and dimensions. The
new connections through the development process, the tradipattern of development, lot size and dimensions in some
tional means of improving local streets (as part of redevelopparts of East Portland further complicate this.
ment or Local Improvement Districts) have failed to yet produce a connected network of accessible routes.

Constraint/Challenge

Street Design Need. There is need for more low-cost
street standards to increase the feasibility of private property owners to participate in a local improvement district (LID).
Such street standards are also needed in the development review process to provide design flexibility and low cost street
design options to increase the feasibility of implementing the
needed connectivity described in the section above while also
complying with land use law.

Incremental implementation. It is difficult to establish
new public streets within an existing neighborhood.
It tends to happen incrementally over decades as
development occurs. New streets and pathway connections
across existing private property and sidewalk frontage
improvements typically happen through the development
review and permit process as private property-owner
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